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t ratio:at rest and in linear owsM. Gregory Forest & Ruhai ZhouDepartment of MathematisUniversity of North Carolina at Chapel HillChapel Hill, NC 27599-3250Qi WangDepartment of MathematisFlorida State UniversityTallahassee, FL 32306February 6, 2002AbstratThe Doi theory [5℄ has suessfully modeled the monodomain shear ow problem forrigid, rod-like nemati polymers. Numerial simulations of the Smoluhowski equationfor the orientational probability distribution funtion (pdf) ([15, 16, 20, 21, 17, 7, 11℄)have predited: monodomain attrators in regions of the 2-parameter spae of nemationentration N and shear rate _; and bifuration urves of monodomain transitions.Theoretial work [29, 13, 14, 30, 23, 28, 19, 20, 21, 22℄ has foused on approximateonstrutions of pdf solutions in various linear ow regimes. An alternative approahundertaken here is to develop symmetries of the Smoluhowski equation whih implyglobal properties that all solutions must obey, and potentially explain important numer-ial or experimental phenomena. In [8℄ the authors developed ow-nemati symmetriesfor mesosopi tensor approximations of the extended Doi theory for arbitrary moleu-lar aspet ratio [32℄. In this paper we generalize these symmetries to the Smoluhowskiequation in expliit onstrutive form: the orientational degeneray of quiesent ne-mati liquids is a ontinuous O(3) symmetry, whih is spontaneously broken by ow;in simple shear, a disrete reetion symmetry survives; a rod-disoti symmetry is es-tablished between monodisperse nemati liquids of reiproal aspet ratio; and nally,a (ow, aspet ratio) symmetry relates the linear-ow response of nite aspet-ratioliquids to a related linear ow of an innite aspet-ratio rod or disoti liquid. Thesesymmetries are evident in solution diagrams from reent kineti [7, 11, 9℄ and meso-sopi simulations [8℄ of the shear ow problem, and further explain deeper symmetriesof the stable and unstable manifolds of numerial solution branhes.1
1 IntrodutionNumerial simulations, largely based on spherial harmoni expansions [23, 15, 24, 16,22, 17, 7, 11℄, have been instrumental in establishing agreement between experimental phe-nomena of nemati polymers and the Doi kineti theory [5, 6℄ for owing polymeri liquidrystals. Most notably, monodomain attrating states and their transitions versus shear ratehave been orrelated with rheologial features of sign hanges in normal stress dierenes andstrutural hanges in apparent visosity and shear stress. These orrelations with experimentrely rst and foremost on aurate simulation of the Smoluhowski equation for the mole-ular orientational probability distribution funtion, and then on the identiation of thosesolutions with monodomain steady or transient states. (The latter step involves projetionof the orientational distribution funtion onto the seond-moment of the distribution.)We note for example that the so-alled logrolling and kayaking solutions, whose majordiretor is respetively aligned with or osillates around the vortiity axis in simple shear,were rst exhibited with kineti theory simulations in the early 90's [15, 16℄. Attratingstates whih align or osillate stritly between the vortiity axis and shearing plane haveonly reently been disovered [7, 11℄. The nal step in relating theory to experiment, onethe phase diagram of attrating states is established, is to evaluate onstitutive laws forrheologial properties along eah stable solution branh. The brunt of the diÆulty thereforelies in the aurate omputation of the full ow-phase diagram of all individual monodomainattrators, their lassiation as steady or unsteady, stable or unstable, the multipliity(ontinuous or disrete) of solution branhes, and their transitions (i.e., bifurations) whihmay our by varying shear rate, or strength of the nemati potential (usually modeled asa onentration parameter), or other reent model parameters inluded in the extended Doikineti theory suh as moleular aspet ratio (f., [32℄).Renewed interest in monodomain dynamis of rigid maromoleular uids is ompelledby reent detailed kineti theory simulations of Faraoni et al. [7℄ and Grosso et al. [11℄ forthe three-dimensional orientational distribution funtion. These studies reveal striking newkineti theory phenomena, as well as larify previously reported results, in the monodomainresponse of rigid thin rods to simple shear: a disrete number of stable and unstable solution branhes for eah xed shear rate; various bifurations among these branhes, inluding a period-doubling route to haotidynamis in a window of intermediate shear rates for a narrow range of nemati on-entration; and a reetion-symmetry of out-of-plane states (both steady and periodi) whih lead,2
among other properties, to parameter regimes of bi-stable orientational response.Coinident with these Doi kineti theory results, bifuration diagrams of the authors [8℄ fora host of Doi mesosopi seond-moment tensor models for nite-aspet-ratio nemati uids[32℄ reprodue eah of these prominent features; details of the rst two properties vary withlosure rule and the moleular aspet ratio, while the latter property is ommon amongall losures. Theoretial studies based on symmetry onsiderations of Landau-deGennestensor models [4℄ by Chillingworth, Slukin, Viente Alonso, and Wheeler [3, 31℄ provideexplanations of surprising shear-indued phenomena suh as families of steady out-of-planestates seen numerially in kineti [7, 9℄ and mesosopi [8℄ simulations.From the theory of dynamial systems one knows that global features suh as highlightedabove, i.e., properties of the entire phase spae of solutions, are often assoiated with sym-metries. In [8℄ we developed various symmetries whih were shared by all eight mesosopitensor models, i.e., properties whih were apparently robust to losure approximation. Weapplied these mesosopi symmetries to rigorously explain two features shared by all meso-sopi models: a disrete number of monodomains are seleted in the weak shear limit,and the reetion-symmetry of the entire orientation tensor phase spae. The evidene wasoverwhelming that these symmetries were kineti theory properties, whih we now provein the present artile. We remark that the proof of these results for the full Smoluhowskiintegral-dierential equation follows that of the mesosopi tensor ordinary dierential equa-tion, yet it is unlikely that we would have reognized these symmetries, or their proof if wedid reognize them, without the relative simpliity of the ve-dimensional, seond-momenttensor, approximate models. The same remark applies to the equivariant bifuration theoryapproah [3, 31℄, whih has to be developed rst in nite dimensions before extension to theinnite-dimensional Smoluhowski equation.In addition to symmetries of the extended Doi kineti theory for xed aspet-ratio nematiliquids at rest and in simple shear, we also extend the mesosopi symmetry propertiesin [8℄ that relate the orientational response of dierent aspet-ratio uids. These resultsimply a one-to-one orrespondene between the orientational response of all nite-aspet-ratio, monodisperse nemati liquids and a single, nearly innite-aspet-ratio nemati liquid.Thus one an trade o the nite-aspet-ratio of the uid by parametrially varying thestraining omponent of the ow eld with an extremely large aspet ratio uid! Sine wenow establish this result for kineti theory, it strongly ompels experimental validation whihwe are pursuing with olleagues P. Mather, University of Connetiut, and K. Koelling, OhioState University.It must be undersored, however, that this one-to-one orrespondene is for the orien-tational distribution funtions of the respetive uids and ows, yet the orresponding rhe-3
ologial responses are dierent! The disparate shear stress, apparent visosity, and normalstress dierenes for idential monodomain ow-phase diagrams arise beause of the strongdependene of Miesowiz visosities on moleular aspet ratio (f., [32℄). Consequenes ofthis and all symmetries developed below are deferred to subsequent ommuniations (e.g.,[9℄).2 The extended Doi kineti theoryWe rst reall the kineti theory for homogeneous nemati liquids relevant for our pur-poses [32℄. Let f(m; t) be the probability distribution funtion (pdf) orresponding to theprobability that the axis of revolution of the moleule is parallel to diretion m (jjmjj = 1)at time t, where the lp moleule is modeled as an axisymmetri ellipsoid of aspet ratior (length of the moleule symmetry axis divided by the radius of the transverse irularross-setion). The uid veloity is denoted v. The Smoluhowski (kineti) equation forf(m; t) is given by (e.g., [6, 2, 32℄):ft = Dr(a)R  [(Rf + 1kT fRVMS)℄ R  [m _mf ℄; (1)where x = r and R = m  m are the spatial and the rotational gradient operator,respetively; _m = 
 m+ a[D m D :mmm℄ (2)is the Jeery orbit of axisymmetri ellipsoidal moleules [12℄, D and 
 are the rate of strainand vortiity tensors, respetively dened byD = 12(rv +rvT ); 
 = 12(rv  rvT ); (3) 1  a  1 is the moleular shape parameter related to the moleule aspet ratio r bya = r2   1r2 + 1 : (4)The oeÆient Dr is an averaged rotary diusivity, taken to be onstant to make ontat with[7, 11℄; an orientation-dependent rotary diusivity will not hange the symmetry propertiesdeveloped below, but will aet the phase diagram in the simple ows disussed herein; k is theBoltzmann onstant, T is absolute temperature, and VMS is the Maier-Saupe intermoleularpotential with strength proportional to the dimensionless polymer onentration N :VMS =  3NkT2 hmmi :mm: (5)4
Here h()i = Zkmk=1()f(m; t)dm: (6)The average, or mesosopi, moleular orientation is traditionally dened in terms of theseond-moment of f , M, or its traeless equivalent Q, the mesosopi orientation tensor:M = hmmi; Q =M  I3 : (7)The expression for the stress tensor [32℄ is not needed for the purposes of this paper, so weomit it.These equations, oupled with momentum, mass and energy balane equations, onsti-tute the extended Doi theory for nite-aspet-ratio nemati uids. For isothermal, linearow elds, these onservation laws are satised identially, and the full system \simplies"to the homogeneous kineti equation (1).3 Orientational degeneray in hydrodynami equilib-riumWithout ow, the kineti equation (1) redues toft = Dr(a)R  [(Rf + 1kT fRVMS)℄: (8)Let U 2 O(3) denote any orthogonal transformation ating on the onguration spae (thesphere S2) of m (see [26℄). We now state the basi fat:Orientational degeneray of quiesent nemati liquids. Every anisotropi solution of(8) generates a ontinuous family of solutions parametrized by the group O(3) of orthogonaltransformations. The isotropi equilibrium is isolated, i.e., a xed point of the symmetry.We give a proof next, then give an expliit algorithm to generate the group of solu-tions from any given xed solution. We emphasize that this statement is not restritedto equilibrium distributions; it applies to every orbit through arbitrary initial orientationaldistributions. Thus the entire solution spae is degenerate exept for the lone isotropi state.First, rewrite (8) into the formft = Dr(a)R  [(Rf + 1kT fRVMS)℄ = Dr(a) m  [ mf + 1kT f mVMS℄: (9)In this proof, we onsider a general lass of intermoleular potentials V all of whih dependnonloally on the pdf f :V (m; f(; t)) = Zkm0k=1 h(m;m0)f(m0; t)dm0; (10)5
where h(m;m0) is a geometri expression for the exluded volume whih must (on physialgrounds) satisfy a basi duality relation:h(m;UT m0) = h(U m;m0): (11)This lass of potentials, and the symmetry property, inludes Maier-Saupe and Onsagerpotentials as speial ases: hMS =  32NkT (m m0)2;hO =  NkT kmm0k; (12)where N is a strength parameter assoiated with a dimensionless moleular onentration,and  is a parameter proportional to the volume of the moleule. The symmetry (11) statesthat the exluded-volume potential annot tell the dierene if one rotates m relative to m0or vie versa. Here one an see that this property applies to any aspet-ratio moleular uidfor whih a distinguished moleule diretion is speied. For more ompliated moleules,suh as full triaxial ellipsoids, a dierent symmetry will ensue with a dierent realization oforientational degeneray.For any orthogonal transformation U, an expliit alulation shows thatmf(U m; t) = UT  nf(n; t); (13)where n = U m: (14)It then follows that m  mf(U m; t) = n  nf(n; t): (15)With fU(m; t) = f(U m; t), the orresponding intermoleular potential is given byV (m; fU(; t)) = Rkm0k=1 h(m;m0)f(U m0; t)dm0= Rkn0k=1 h(m;UT  n0)f(n0; t)dn0 = Rkn0k=1 h(U m;n0)f(n0; t)dn0= V (n; f(; t)): (16)It follows thatm  mV (m; fU(; t)) = n  nV (n; f(; t));mf(U m0; t)  mV (U m; fU(; t)) = nf(n; t)  nV (n; f(; t)): (17)6
Combining (15,16,17), we havetfU(m; t) = Dr(a)R  [(RfU + 1kT fURV (m; fU(; t))℄= Dr(a) m  [ mfU + 1kT fU mV (m; fU(; t))℄ ; (18)or equivalently, tf(n; t) = Dr(a) n  [ nf + 1kT f nV (n; f(; t))℄= Dr(a)Rn  [(Rnf + 1kT fRnV (n; f(; t))℄; (19)where Rn = n n . Thus, if f(m; t) satises the Smoluhowski equation, so does fU(m; t).We an now restate the:Construtive Form of Orientational Degeneray. Every anisotropi solution f(m; t) ofthe Smoluhowski equation for nemati liquids at rest(8), for arbitrary initial data f(m; t =0) 6= 14 , generates an entire O(3) group of solutions, f(U m; t), for arbitrary U 2 O(3).The isotropi solution 14 is a xed point of the symmetry, giving the lone isolated, non-degenerate, solution.There are several onsequenes of this result. The set of equilibrium solutions of (8) versus nemati onentration N omprises theisotropi-to-nemati phase transition diagram; the two anisotropi solution branhesf+(m); f (m) eah orrespond to a ontinuous group of equilibria parametrized by allelements U 2 O(3), f+(U m); f (U m).Figure 1 gives the standard diagram using our own ode [9℄, in agreement with [7, 11℄. Solu-tions are, following tradition [15, 16℄, haraterized and visualized in terms of the projetionof f onto the seond-moment tensor M, or its traeless form Q. This allows one to makeontat with the Landau-deGennes, Beris-Edwards [1℄, and Doi losure models [6℄ for themesosopi orientation tensor Q. Figure 2 illustrates two olor-oded equilibrium distribu-tions f on the sphere, eah orresponding to the stable nemati branh f+ of Figure 1 fornemati onentration N = 5. Figure 2a is the unique nemati equilibrium distribution forN = 5 with major diretor aligned with the z-axis; note the uniaxial degeneray of quiesentequilibria whih implies isotropy in all planes orthogonal to the major diretor axis (herez =onstant). Figure 2b gives the transformed equilibrium distribution f(U m), for theexpliit hoie U = 0BBBBBBB p33 p33 p330 p22  p22 2p66 p66 p66
1CCCCCCCA : (20)7














Figure 1: The isotropi-to-nemati phase diagram for quiesent nemati liquidsof innite aspet ratio. The urves depit equilibria f of the Smoluhowski equation (8)versus dimensionless nemati onentration, N , for the Maier-Saupe intermoleular potentialwhih has all uniaxial equilibria. The vertial axis depits the traditional uniaxial orderparameter, s, derived from the projetion of f onto the seond-moment tensor Q, fromwhih s is the simple eigenvalue. Solid lines represent stable (s0 for low N) or enter-stable(s+ for suÆiently large N) steady solutions; dashed lines orrespond to unstable steadysolutions. f0 = 14 is the isotropi state, whose seond-moment tensor Q0 = 0 has tripleeigenvalue s0 = 0; this equilibrium is isolated, and non-degenerate. The nemati branhesf+;  orrespond to an entire O(3) of equilibria of the form f+; (U m) for all U 2 O(3).The projetions of f+;  onto seond-moment tensors, Q+; , are likewise expliitly given byUT Q+;  U. It then follows that the order parameter projetions are unique for eah entiregroup of equilibria: orthogonal similarity transformations preserve eigenvalues while movingthe uniaxial diretor to another loation on the sphere, parametrized by U 2 O(3).
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(a) (b)
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8Figure 2: Illustration of orientational degeneray for the nemati equilibrium f+at xed onentration N = 5. The left gure shows the unique nemati equilibriumdistribution f+(m) speied by positing the major diretor aligns with the z-axis (poleaxis). The right gure orresponds to another element of the group of equilibria, f+(U m),for the spei element U 2 O(3) given in (20).
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Figure 3: Orientational symmetry of orbits in the stable manifold of the nematiequilibrium f+. Fix N = 5 as in Figure 2. Two orbits f1;2(m; t) of the Smoluhowskiequation without ow (8) are numerially omputed; the initial data f1(m; 0) is in-plane,dened by (32) for the x-y plane, whereas f2(m; 0) = f1(U m; 0) is an out-of-plane rotationof f1 for U given in (20). These orbits onverge to the equilibrium distributions imaged inFigure 2, and orientational symmetry implies f2(m; t) = f1(U m; t) for all time, whih wedo not enfore but rather onrm by numerial integration. Eah orbit is projeted onto theseond-moment tensor M1;2(t), whih aording to orientational symmetry must be relatedby a similarity transformation by U (20), M2(t) = UT M1(t)  U. Sine eigenvalues areinvariant under orthogonal similarity transformations, we an illustrate the symmetry byshowing the eigenvalues of eah seond-moment are idential during the entire evolution tothe uniaxial equilibria of Figure 2. The eigenvalues are ordered 1  d1  d2  d3  0.Indeed the urves lie on top of one another, and onverge to the uniaxial distributions withd2 = d3.
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We emphasize these symmetries give a priori ontrol of the "most probable diretions" oforientation in Figures 2a,b, whih oinide with the "major diretor" dened in terms of theseond-momentQ-tensor projetion of f . That is, if two pdf f1;2 are related by the symmetryf1(m) = f2(U m), then their seond moment projetions Q1;2 automatially satisfy Q1 =UT  Q2  U, whih reprodues the mesosopi form of the symmetry [8℄. In numerialsimulations, a random initial distribution f(m; t = 0) might onverge numerially to Figure2b for N = 5, from whih one an dedue the Euler angles of the "major diretor". Butthe "diret problem", where one presribes the Euler angles of the equilibrium distributionin Figure 2b, is only solved with symmetries. We a priori parametrize all data for (8) thatonverge to the distributions of Figure 2a, 2b, or any orthogonal rotation of these spherialdistributions, the union of whih omprise f+ for N = 5 in Figure 1.The onstrution proeeds as follows. We rst borrow a result from the next setion(32), whih haraterizes "in-plane orientation" at the kineti equation level of the pdf f ,and whih preserves the "in-plane" denition based on the Q-tensor projetion of f . Thissymmetry allows us to initialize random in-plane, biaxial initial distributions fip(m; 0); bythe group symmetry, every suh orbit is guaranteed to remain in-plane, and therefore (fromstability results forN = 5, Figure 1) all suh anisotropi initial data are in the stable manifoldof an in-plane nemati equilibrium f+ip(m) (Figure 2a). We have hosen biaxial initial data forFigure 3 whose major diretor aligns with the z-axis, and therefore the distribution onvergesto the uniaxial in-plane distribution of Figure 2a. Figure 3a plots the projetion of this orbitonto the order parameters of the Q-tensor (equivalently, M); the diretors are not shown,sine they are passive during the evolution. Next we rotate the initial data out-of-plane,fop(m; 0) = fip(U m; 0) with the spei hoie (20). The numerial integration of thisdata, by the symmetry, has to agree with the U-transformation of the in-plane pdf solution.Therefore, the orbit is guaranteed a priori to onverge to the distribution given in Figure 2b!This is onrmed numerially, and oers a good benhmark on the ode and visualizationroutines. Sine fop and fip have Q tensor projetions related by Qop(t) = UT Qip U(t) forall time, we are guaranteed that the eigenvetors are initially transformed by U and do notvary in time, whereas the eigenvalues (order parameters) of eah Q-tensor evolve identiallyfor all time (Figure 3).We now reall essential ingredients of Galerkin expansions for the Smoluhowski equationand the projetion formula for the seond moment tensor. The spherial harmoni expansionfor f [15, 16, 7, 11℄ is: f(m; t)  LXl=0 lXm= l al;m(t)Y ml (; ); (21)11
where Y ml are omplex spherial harmoni basis funtions [25℄,Y ml = Pml (os )eim; (22)Pml are Legendre polynomials, ;  are spherial oordinates with  the polar angle and the latitude angle, and L is the order of trunation in the Galerkin approximation.In the Appendix, we give an expliit form (47) of the dynamial system for the amplitudesal;m(t) whih results from the above expansion for f in the Smoluhowski equation with andwithout an imposed linear ow eld. These equations are not new; this form is used to provethe ow-nemati kineti symmetries.The three amplitudes a2;0; a2;1; a2;2 uniquely speify the seond-moment tensor Q:Qxx =  23 r5 a2;0 +s815<(a2;2) (23)Qyy =  23 r5 a2;0  s815<(a2;2) (24)Qxy = s815=(a2;2) (25)Qxz =  s815<(a2;1) (26)Qyz =  s815=(a2;1) (27)where, <() and =() represent the real and the imaginary part, respetively.The amplitudes al;m(t) of f are equivalent to the moments of the distribution f ; theonly way to reover a ontinuous (without ow) or disrete (with ow) symmetry from themoment equations is through a transformation on the spae of solutions whih maps orbitsof the dynamial system al;m(t) onto new orbits. All disrete ow symmetries are desribedbelow in this way.4 Mirror-symmetry of all out-of-plane responses to sim-ple shearIn this setion we speialize the linear veloity eld in (1) to simple shear with arbitraryshear rate _, represented in standard Cartesian oordinates:v = _(y; 0; 0): (28)In [8℄, we prove that the pre-losure form of the mesosopi Doi theory admits a reetionsymmetry: any orbit Q(t) of the mesosopi theory generates another orbit symmetri about12
the shearing plane. A onstrutive algorithm satised by all solutions is given: retain thesame values of in-plane omponents, Qxx; Qxy; Qyy; Qzz, and reverse the sign of both out-of-plane omponents, Qxz; Qyz. Any out-of-plane solution will generate a solution whih isdistint pointwise in time; if the entire orbit is not symmetri with respet to the vortiityaxis, then the solutions are distint. Logrolling and lassial kayaking orbits whih rotatearound the vortiity axis are mapped to themselves, and therefore are unique. This disretereetion symmetry is ompatly represented in terms of a similarity transformation of themesosopi tensor Q(t), employing the planar reetion transformation V2:VT2 Q(t) V2; (29)where the Cartesian representation of reetion through the (x,y) plane isV2 = diag(1; 1; 1): (30)These two formulations of shear-indued mirror symmetry are now generalized to theSmoluhowski equation (1) with imposed shear ow (28). First we give the onstrutiveversion in terms of a disrete transformation on the spherial harmoni amplitudes al;m.Reetion symmetry in terms of the spherial harmoni expansion of the orien-tational distribution funtion f . Every solution f(m; t) of (1) has spherial harmoniamplitudes al;m(t), whih generate another pdf solution f sym(m; t) with amplitudes( 1)mal;m(t): (31)Moreover, the orientational distributions f and f sym are mirror-symmetri with respetto the shearing plane, generalizing the mesosopi symmetry (29).In-plane ongurations remain in-plane for all time. We dene an in-plane subspaeof orientational distribution funtions by the innite set of onditions whih generalize theQ-tensor in-plane onditions Qxz = Qyz = 0:al;m = 0 ; for all m odd: (32)The entire in-plane subspae is invariant under the ow of the Smoluhowski equation (1).I.e., all in-plane orbits f(m; t) are mapped to themself by this symmetry. This implies thatin-plane orientational ongurations annot beome out-of-plane, nor an any out-of planeongurations beome in-plane, in nite time. Out-of-plane orbits whose major diretor doesnot align with the vortiity axis nor rotate about the vortiity axis must remain "tilted" toone side of the shearing plane. Expliit examples inlude branhes of out-of-plane steady andperiodi states identied in [7℄, whih they expliitly reognized to our in mirror-symmetri13
Figure 4: Reetion-symmetri, out-of-plane, periodi solutions of the shear-driven Smolu-howski equation (1) for innite-aspet-ratio, rod-like maromoleules (a = 1), nemationentration N = 5:5, and normalized shear rate Pe = 6. The primary diretor of theQ-tensor projetion of f(m; t) is shown for eah attrating monodomain state, illustratingdisrete mirror symmetry with respet to the shearing plane. The equator orresponds to theshear plane; the blue dot represents the ow diretion (x) and the blak dot represents theow gradient diretion (y). These symmetri attrators, reported in [7℄, may be viewed aseither "tilted kayaking orbits" or "out-of-plane wagging orbits". The right gure shows theattrator. The left gure shows the orbit that onverges to this attrator from an arbitrarilyhosen initial data. The data is reorded from every 15th time step.
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pairs. This symmetry explains their observations, but also implies every orbit in the stableand unstable manifolds of every solution, in-plane or out-of-plane, has a mirror-symmetriorbit. Figure 4 illustrates the reetion-symmetry in simple shear. Figure 4a illustrates twomirror-symmetri orbits for a xed shear rate and nemati onentration; the equator inthis gure is the shear plane, the north pole is the vortiity axis. The orbit in the northernhemisphere onverges to a "tilted, out-of-plane periodi" attrator, shown in Figure 4b. Eahorbit and attrator are mirrored by another numerial solution generated by reeting theinitial data through the shearing plane. Here, the pdf f is projeted onto the seond-momenttensor, from whih the major diretor is extrated at eah time step.Other onsequenes for dynamis of monodomains follow. For example, if a tumbling orwagging in-plane orbit is the unique attrator, then out-of-plane orbits onverge symmetri-ally from both sides of the shearing plane; a similar piture ours for onvergene to steadyin-plane attrators. Likewise, many in-plane solutions are unstable to out-of-plane pertur-bations; their unstable manifolds are mirror-symmetri. We note the pdf solutions identiedwith the logrolling steady state and the lassial Larson-Ottinger kayaking orbit are mappedonto themself by this symmetry; therefore suh monodomain attrators are isolated and donot our in pairs.Another proof of the mirror-reetion symmetry (31) is gained by xing the oordinaterepresentation of the pdf f in the Smoluhowski equation (1), then applying the reetiontransformation, for whih the equation remains invariant. We write this result in terms ofany nite aspet ratio uid with moleular geometry parameter a, a xed shear ow (28),and a orresponding solution f of the kineti equation (1). We note:V2  vshear = vshear; V2  
 VT2 = 
; V2 D VT2 = D: (33)So, the time evolution of n = V2 m obeys (2) andR  (m _mfV2(m; t)) = m  ( _mfV2(m; t))= n  ( _nf(n; t)) = Rn  (n _nf(n; t)): (34)The ow-independent part follows from our proof of the orientational degeneray in equilib-rium. Thus, we have established a transformation between solutions of the two Smoluhowskiequations dened by the triples,(a;vshear; f) ; (a;V2  vshear; fV2): (35)
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5 Orientational equivalene between rod-like and dis-oti nemati uids in simple shear, for nite andinnite aspet ratiosWe now establish a remarkable equivalene in the shear response of nemati liquids withreiproal aspet ratios, r and 1r . This result was previously established in [8℄ for tensormodels. The Qr-tensor (the subsript labels aspet ratio r) response to simple shear at xednemati onentration N for rods (r > 1) generates the orientational response at the sameshear rate and onentration for a disoti liquid of aspet ratio 1r . Indeed they are relatedby the expliit transformation Qr 1 = VT Qr V; (36)where V is a pure lokwise, respetively ounterlokwise, rotation by 2 radians in theshearing plane whih xes the vortiity axis:V+ = 0B 0 1 0 1 0 00 0 1 1CA ; V  = VT+: (37)All orientational responses of rod-like and disoti liquids in simple shear are related by this1 : 1 orrespondene. We now show this is simply the Q-tensor projetion of a general kinetitheory symmetry. We rst give a onstrutive orrespondene in terms of the spherialharmoni expansion of f , and then a general statement independent of the representation off . Reall the moleular geometry parameter in (1), a = r2 1r2+1 , where r is the moleularaspet ratio. Thus, r and 1r orrespond to a and  a, whih appears parametrially in theSmoluhowski equation (1).Rod-disoti orrespondene in simple shear. Fix any shear rate _ and nemationentration N ; rod-like (disoti) liquids are parametrized by positive (negative) aspetratio parameter jaj ( jaj). Eah solution fjaj(m; t) of the Smoluhowski equation (1) forarbitrary initial data f(m; t = 0) has the spherial harmoni expansion (21) with a uniqueset of amplitude funtions a+l;m(t). Transform the initial data and orresponding pdf solutionas follows: a l;m(0) = ima+l;m(0) ; i = p 1 ;a l;m(t) = ima+l;m(t) : (38)16
From these data, onstrut the distribution funtion f jaj(m; t) by the spherial harmoniexpansion (21). Then, f jaj is a solution of (1) for uids with aspet ratio parameter  jajand initial data f(m; 0) dened by a l;m(0).To prove that this symmetry maps all solutions of (1) for aspet ratio r to solutions foraspet ratio 1r , it is a routine alulation to verify the following symmetry of the dynamialsystem for the amplitudes al;m given in the Appendix. With i = p 1,F jl;m = imF jl;m; l = 2; 4;    ;  l  m  l (39)for j = 1; 2; 3 under the above transform (38). We remark that the orresponding result formesosopi tensor models [8℄ is far easier to disover and prove, from whih this symmetrywas found.If one iterates this transformation, then individual solutions f(m; t) are mapped to them-self if they are in-plane, but to their mirror-symmetry through the shear plane if they areout-of-plane.In Figure 5 we illustrate this symmetry by plotting all solution branhes, stable andunstable, of the Smoluhowski equation (1) for all aspet ratio parameters a 2 [ 1;+1℄, ata partiular xed onentration N and xed shear rate Pe. We graph the projetion of allsolutions f onto seond-moment Q-tensor omponents, as noted in the aption. Note theabove symmetry implies a2;0, whih is proportional to the in-plane omponent Qzz, is an evenfuntion of a; <(a2;2), whih is proportional to the in-plane omponent Qxx Qyy, is an oddfuntion of a; the out-of-plane omponents, <(a2;1) and =(a2;1), whih are proportional toQxzandQyz, respetively, are mapped onto one another by the symmetry, i.e., Qxz( a) = Qyz(a)!These symmetries are evident in Figure 5. Sine periodi solutions are represented by apointwise statisti (maximum value of the indiated omponent over one period), the oddsymmetry of <(a22) is not evident for the periodi branhes in Figure 5b.There is another formulation of the rod-disoti symmetry. A one-to-one orrespondeneexists between the orientational distribution funtions f for two nemati liquids of aspetratio parameters a and  a. This transformation an be formulated in the following way.The Smoluhowski equation (1) is uniquely speied by a triple, (a;v; f), where a is themoleular geometry parameter, v is a linear ow, and f is the pdf for xed N;Pe. Letn = V m: (40)We note the following properties of the rotational transformations:V  
 VT = 
; V D VT =  D: (41)It then follows from (2) that for simple shear (28)_n = 
  n  a[D  n D : nnn ℄; (42)17








































Figure 5: Illustration of the rod-disoti symmetry of monodomain orientationaldistributions for nemati liquids in simple shear. All stable and unstable solutionbranhes are depited for a 2 [ 1; 1℄, equivalently r 2 [ 1;+1℄, for the Smoluhowskiequation (1) with xed nemati onentration N = 6, and relatively strong n normalizedshear rate Pe = 8:5. Four spherial harmoni amplitude omponents are plotted, whih or-respond to projetion of the orientational distribution f onto the seond-moment tensor, asseen from (27): the in-plane omponents a2;0 (proportional to Qzz) and <(a2;2) (proportionalto Qxx   Qyy), and the out-of-plane omponents <(a2;1) (proportional to Qxz) and =(a2;1)(proportional to Qyz). The solid thin line indiates a stable steady solution; the dashedline indiates an unstable steady solution branh; the red (solid, dark) line indiates stableperiodi solutions; the blue (grey) line indiates unstable periodi solutions. For periodisolutions, the maximum value of the indiated quantity is given, whih breaks the perfetodd symmetry of <(a22) in the top right graph. The gures illustrate: a20 is an even funtionof a; <(a22) is an odd funtion of a; and <(a21) for a maps onto =(a21) for  a.18
so the Jeery moleular orbit equation for n is reovered if we replae a by  a, i.e., the Jeeryorbit is invariant under the transformation (a;m) ! ( a;n = V m). The result followsfrom (15,16,17,34). Thus, we establish the 1:1 orrespondene between the Smoluhowskiequations, and therefore between all solutions:(a;vshear; f)! ( a;V  vshear; fV): (43)As illustrated in Figure 5, all phase transitions (bifurations versus N or Pe), all stableand unstable, steady or transient, monodomain states our simultaneously for rods anddisotis of reiproal aspet ratios. We aution that the onstitutive stress equation doesnot preserve this symmetry, sine Miesowiz visosities and elastiity onstants vary greatlybetween rod-like and disoti nemati polymers [32℄. Therefore, this 1:1 orrespondene isfor the orientational, homogeneous response to imposed shear. The rheologial response, andsubsequent struture formation, do not share this orrespondene.6 A one-to-one orrespondene between nite and in-nite aspet-ratio uids in related linear owsWe again note the Smoluhowski equation (1) denes a \triple": (a;v; f(m; t)). Consideran arbitrary linear ow given by v = (
+D)  x: (44)We observe from (1) that the rate-of-strain tensor D and geometry parameter a enter linearlyand only through their produt. This fat underlies two symmetries of the system (1) whihwe desribe in terms of the triple dened above:(a;v; f) ! (1; (
+ aD)  x; f) ; (45)(a;v; f) ! ( 1; (
  aD)  x; f) : (46)These symmetries imply an idential monodomain response f of: a nite aspet ratio uidwith geometry parameter a in any linear ow eld, and, extremely thin rodlike or disotiuids, respetively, in a linear superposition of the idential linear ow eld perturbed by apure strain veloity omponent. This orrespondene has experimental impliations for mon-odomain behavior, as indiated in [8℄. For example, the monodomain response to linear owof an entire spetrum of monodisperse nemati liquids an be inferred from ow experimentson a single large-aspet-ratio nemati liquid by ontrolling the amplitude of the strainingomponent while holding the vortiity omponent xed. Alternatively, a nite-aspet-ratio,19
monodisperse nemati liquid in simple shear an be used to mimi more general linear owsof extremely thin rod-like or disoti uids.This symmetry provides physial intuition as to why moleular aspet ratio variationsould lead to signiant experimental hanges relative to thin rod-like uids. The hange inaspet ratio, at least for the orientational distribution dynamis, orresponds to an equivalentexperimental study where the planar shear ow is varied through a straining perturbation.In [8℄ we nd dramati hanges in ow-phase diagrams when the moleular aspet ratio isredued to the range of 5 : 1 to 3 : 1. Steady-unsteady transitions, new types of mon-odomains, and even a period-doubling transition to haoti monodomain dynamis, resultsolely from aspet ratio variations. Corresponding sensitivity of kineti ow-phase diagramsto moleular aspet ratio will be disussed elsewhere. We emphasize that these propertiesare restrited to linear ows and homogeneous orientational distributions, and do not implysuh diret relationships for rheologial behavior.7 ConlusionSeveral symmetries of the extended Doi kineti theory for nite and innite aspet ratiouids in shear and related linear ows are now established, extending results from [8℄ formesosopi, moment-averaged approximations of the kineti theory. These symmetries havebeen presented in abstrat as well as in onstrutive form. Continuous families of orienta-tional probability distributions f for quiesent nemati liquids are haraterized for everyanisotropi initial orientational distribution. In simple shear, the pdf f for out-of-plane ini-tial data generates an expliit mirror-symmetri solution fV2 with respet to the shearingplane. This symmetry explains previously reported bi-stable out-of-plane steady and peri-odi solutions [7℄, and further implies a mirror symmetry of all stable and unstable manifoldsof in-plane and out-of-plane solution branhes. Finally, orientational responses are shownto be in 1:1 orrespondene for rod-like and disoti nemati liquids in simple shear, and asimilar orrespondene is provided between nite and innite aspet ratio nemati liquids inlinear ows related by a straining perturbation. All symmetries are illustrated with exatsolutions or bifuration diagrams, using odes developed in the sequel to this paper [9℄ whereappliations of these symmetries are pursued.A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al system for the amplitudes fal;m(t)g in the spherial harmoniexpansion of f (21) results from a routine Galerkin proedure (f., [15, 16, 17℄) applied tothe Smoluhowski equation (1) and Jeery orbit dynamis (2). This system of odes an berepresented in the form: ddt(al;m) = F 1l;m + F 2l;m + F 3l;m; (47)where F 1l;m =  Dr(m; a) l (l + 1) al;m: (48)F 2l;m = 45 N ( 1)mDr(m; a) 2Xp= 2 l+2Xn=l 2 an;m p a2;p q(l; m; n; p) (49)22
F 3l;m = i 14s815 ( 1)m  n l+2Xn=l 2 an;m q1(l; m; n) + a l+2Xn=l 2 an;m+2 q2(l; m; n)+ a l+2Xn=l 2 an;m 2 q3(l; m; n):o (50)All numbers q appearing above are real onstants arising in spherial harmoni expansions:q(l; m; n; p) =  12 hl;m;1 2;p;1 jn;m  p; j; p+ 1; l; m  1i+l;m;2 2;p;2 jn;m  p; 2; p  1; l; m+ 1ii+mp jn;m  p; j; p; l; mi (51)q1(l; m; n) = l;m;2jl; m+ 1;n;m; 2; 1i   l;m;1jl; m  1;n;m; 2; 1i+2m 24s103 jl; m;n;m; 0; 0i  s23 jl; m;m; k; 2; 0i35 (52)q2(l; m; n) = l;m;1jl; m  1;n;m+ 2; 2; 1i+ 2m jl; m;n;m+ 2; 2; 2i (53)q3(l; m; n) =  l;m;2jl; m + 1;n;m  2; 2; 1i+ 2m jl; m;n;m  2; 2; 2i (54)where, l;m;1 = q(l  m)(l +m + 1) ;l;m;2 = q(l +m)(l  m + 1) ;the symbol jn; k; j; p; l; mi denotes the integral of the produt of three spherial harmonis:Zjjmjj=1 Y kn Y pj Y ml dm(e.g., [25℄). By the parity property of the spherial harmonis, any al;m with odd l is zero, andwe only need to retain oeÆients al;m with nonnegative m. In simulations that generateFigures in the body, we assume onstant Dr to make ontat with [7, 11℄; all symmetryproperties are valid for variable or onstant rotary diusivity.Reetion symmetry in simple shear.The dynamial system (47) provides an alternative form of the disrete reetion symme-try of f in simple shear. To prove that these ODEs are invariant under the transformational;m  !  al;m; l = 2; 4;    ; Lmax; m odd;al;m  ! al;m; l = 2; 4;    ; Lmax; m even; (55)we split the variables fal;mg's into two groups, one having odd seond index m, another evenseond index m. The rst group of variables forms a vetor a1, and the seond group of23
variables forms a vetor a2. Then, the dynamial system (47) for the spherial harmoniamplitudes an be represented in the formd a1dt = F1(a1; a2) (56)d a2dt = F2(a1; a2): (57)The mirror symmetry follows if we an show that F1 is an odd funtion of a1 and F2 is aneven funtion of a1. Sine F1 ontains those funtions F jl;m with m odd and F2 ontainsthose funtions F jl;m with m even, we only need to hek that F jl;m is an odd funtion of a1for odd m and F jl;m is an even funtion of a1 for even m. This is obviously true for the termF 1l;m, beause of the fat that Dr(m; a) is an even funtion of any variable al;m. For theseond term, F 2l;m ontains the produt of the forman;m p a2;p: (58)For odd m, one and only one of m p and p is odd. Therefore the produt is an odd funtionof the rst group of variables a1. For even integer m, the integers m  p and p must be botheven or both odd. So the produt is an even funtion of the rst group of variables a1. Thethird term F 3l;m only ontains linear terms. If m is odd, then all of an;m; an;m+2, an;m 2 haveodd seond index, so F 3l;m is an odd funtion of the rst group of variables a1. On the otherhand, if m is even, then all of an;m; an;m+2; an;m 2 have even seond index, so F 3l;m does nothave any term relating to the rst group of variables a1. Therefore, this third term is aneven funtion of a1. These arguments establish the symmetry of solutions about the in-planesubspae formed by the rst group of variables a1, with the seond group vanishing.
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